ADMISSION BRANCH
Notice –Admission to PG Courses IV
University of Delhi had announced and completed admissions aginst two merit lists for
majority of its PG Courses.
Guidelines for admissions under the next Admission List will be announced on 10th Dec 2020
(Thursday). Due to the unprecedented situations this year, the Departments have been
requested to look at all the grievances of the First and Second Lists who could not apply/
could not pay the fees/ could not update the result/ result was declared late. The shortlisted
applicants are required to upload their documents, apply and make the payment within the
stipulated time.
It is reiterated that the students of University of Delhi do not need a migration certificate
(Notification dated 20th Nov 2020).
As mentioned in the Bulletin of Information “In the Admission Lists allocation is done on
basis of MERIT-CUM-PREFERENCE / RANK-CUM-PREFERENCE and the availability of
seats in the respective Departments / Colleges. Students are advised to go through the fee
structure of various colleges before submitting their preferences.” The allocation of seats is
done as per past practice.
Guidelines Adopted for the Allocation of Seats in PG Courses
1. The Admission List has been generated on the basis of Rank/Merit and Preference of the
College as given by the candidate in the Registration Form.
2. A candidate’s name will appear in a category in which he/she will get his/her best
preference of a college.
3. If a category candidate is getting the same preference in UR as in his/her category and
candidate is fulfilling the minimum eligibility of UR then the Candidate's name will be
considered in UR.
4. If a category candidate is getting better preference in his/ her respective category than the
UR, then candidate's name will be considered in his/ her respective category only.
5. The candidates of PwD Category will pay fee prescribed in their category for their course
irrespective of the category in which they are admitted,
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